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ULead supports the development of the following
Leadership Quality Competencies:
•Fostering Effective Leadership
•Embodying Visionary Leadership
•Leading a Learning Community
•Providing Instructional Leadership
•Developing and Facilitating Leadership
•Managing School Operations and Resources
•Understanding and Responding to the Larger Societal
Context

Part of the job of a
leader is to find ou
t what
grows in the school
.

The brain wants
an ecosystem school is where
should encounte
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sed on avera
ges then
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g a curriculum
for no
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Celebrating our
Faith
St. Mary’s

We were blessed to hear the
High School choir from
Sherwood Park sing at mass!
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- Agile Lea
dership

We learn by
doing .
~ Start sma
ll, learn fast
, fail well ~
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The dance of continuity and change
- what needs to change and what
needs to stay the same?
We need to embrace change,
adapt to the future and drive
continuously better learning
The most important work deserves
the focus until there is impact
We need to grow expertise by
deepening adult learning important, complex focus needs
intentional attention - we need to
move student learning forward,
“block out the noise”
The greatest impact is leading
teacher learning & development
We need to establish trusting
relationships and share practices
We need to give ourselves
permission to do LESS better!
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It takes time to make sustained change in education!
How do we as educators -teachers, principals, system
move from being the subjects of change to the agents
of change?
We need to focus on the well being of our students and
staff!

Leadership and Social Justice

Leadership in our students is what will change the world….their world.

All it takes is one who see you as a leader and
you see them as an equal - then you have a
movement.

The ‘what’ of learning is determined
by provincial expectations. The ‘how’
is dictated by the ones in our
classrooms.
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If you want to change teaching
think about policy and practice.
You have to take a step back to
see the big picture.

Leadership is the exer
cise of
influence. You have in
fluence how are you going to
use it?

The 5 P’s of Leading with Evidence for
Educational Improvement:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Persuasion
Precision
Professional
Partnerships
Perseverance

“There is no elevator to success.
You have to take the stairs.”

“Be stubborn about your goals and
flexible about your methods.”

Growth Mindset:
Positive Psychology
and Great Teaching

Character is the goal of education and
parenting. It is embedded into
everything.
What you focus on grows. Within
priorities staff can play - explore what
that will look like in their school.
What is our collective purpose? Why
are we here?
Above all…………….show gratitude!

Our learning and future applications :
●

●

●

Our learning for all focus includes all students in the learning. This is not the case in other
places. What are you passionate about as your priority purpose in and for education? This
question resonated with us through the entire conference. We all need to reflect on why did
we choose education and is this passion still alive in our work. How do we make Learning for
All the foundation of our work in every school across the system? How can we align the
notion that ALL students can learn, in our work in Math and the other areas of the curriculum?
The learning that emerged from this opportunity will support us in aligning our work in the
system.
It reminds us that as leaders we “need to generate followers.” Carol Campbell reminds us that
our words and relationships matter! How do we continue collaborative discussions with our
teams? This will support us in developing a collaborative learning culture that will change
practice!
What is our collective purpose? Why are we here?” This resonated with us because we often
think about how we have to build leadership within all groups (staff, students and parents) in
order to build positive school communities. This conference supported us in developing a
vision for leadership and understanding that our words really matter in creating communities
of trust. We need to think carefully about these words - remember less...but better. Together
we will have the greatest impact when we step back and see the big picture. This will help us
to embed our learning of the 7 Habits of Highly Effective People in empowering our schools,
principals, students, and parents in developing their leadership potential.

